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Details of Visit:

Author: DinglyDell
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 1 Aug 3pm to 7pm
Duration of Visit: 4 hours
Amount Paid: 
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.wicked.parties.freeuk.com

The Premises:

Nice two bedroom flat in Cambridge. One bedroom with en-suite, as well as another bathroom,
kitchen and lounge. Clean with plenty of food and drink on offer.

The Lady:

There has already been one report of the parties in Cambridge on the day (see 22099), so I could
cheat and say look at that report! However I have to say that all four girls Natasha, Emma, Alex and
Katie were great.
Natasha is blond and lovely. I was to find out later that she is also a very nice person, but more of
that later.
Alex, is dark skinned and tall, with a deserved reputation for a great BBBJ.
Emma is new to Willy's parties and does not yet have a photo on the site. However she is definately
no 'newbie'! Blond with a lovely body, she does have a lovely smile as well.
Katie is blond and well built, but the more reserved of the four - until she's had a few drinks inside
her. 

The Story:

Firstly an apology, as I am already refering to Starfury's report (22099), even though I have never
met him and he went to a party after me! You see there were two parties that day in Cambridge and
I was at the first in the afternoon. He was at the second and like Starfury I was enticed to one of
Wicked Willy's parties in part due to Dr Steve's report. Anyway business commitments has ment
Starfury has beaten me to the first report on Cambridge.
I arrived at the venue a few minutes late, because I didn't want to be one of the first. This because I
was one of the 'Newbies' as we were described by the girls that day, and this was my first 'party'.
And it won't be my last!
Having been greeted by Willy at the door, we sorted out the financial bit and Willy also took care of
valuables, which was a nice touch that gave me confidence in the quality of the event. After that I
was greeted by Emma and Alex and shown to the bedroom to get changed. A quick shower and
then into the kitchen for that confidence drink.
In the living room me and a couple of other newbies talked about how nervous we were, before
Willy came in and advised us to 'get stuck in'! Not that easy we cried, but in the end it was -
courtesy of the lovely Natasha who got hold of two of us and took us through to a bedroom to be
'broken in'. Having all stripped off Natasha got to work on us both. After a while the other 'newbie'
was ready and put on a rubber. Whilst he pounded away from behind with Natasha on her knees, I
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got a lovely BBBJ from her. After he'd finished Natasha asked how I would like to carry on and I was
enjoying it so much I let her carry on and suck me off to completion. Lovely jubbly and I was no
longer a registered 'newbie'!
Back to the living room to recover I spent some time just talking and drinking to mix with some of
the others, before I was in the hands of Emma. Now because there is not yet a picture of Emma on
the website, she was a real added bonus and geat fun. After giving me a good sucking, she lay on
the bed whilst I pumped away at her for what seemed an age. At this point my stamina was better
than my ability to come and in the end we had to stop for two reasons. Firstly I was soaked in sweat
(despite the fan in the room), so much so that it was dripping all over Emma and secondly because
Emma's hair had gained static, meaning she did a good impression of Ken Dodd! Quite what I do I
don't know, but this was to happen again in a later encounter of ours, with Emma making several
comments about it!
Next it was time for Alex to sort me out (I have to confess I'd been looking forward to this) and she
gave me one of her legendary blow jobs, which was truly something to experience! After a while I
could wait no longer and I exploded all over Alex's tits and upper body. This seemed to carry on for
a long time and Alex commented on the amount I seemed to have for her at this stage of a party. I
think she was impressed... and so was Willy who had come in to the room.
As with most FR's on these parties, things start to become a blur as us 'newbies' got into the party
with renewed vigour, so the detail becomes less at the afternoon moves on.
Another fabulous hump with Emma was watched by a few others including Willy, who then left us to
it. Willy returned later and we were still going, with comments from Willy such as 'are you still at it'
ringing in our ears - great stuff.
Some more action in the bedrooms and then I realised there was hardly anyone else about. Into the
lounge for a drink I had a nice dance and fondle with Katie, who by now seemed to be really ready
to party!
As we came around to the end, Natasha and I were having another nice chat in the lounge, one of
several we enjoyed, and it turned out we live quite close to each other (where and what that means
is strictly between Natasha and I). Anyway, suffice to say we seemed to hit it off quite well during
the party, or we did from my point of view anyway and just before it was time for me to go (by now I
was the only one left) Natasha offered me a last 'quickie' which I readily accepted. It seamed fitting
that having been 'broken in' by Natasha, she should also end my first party and we had a great time
doggy style in the bedroom to finish!
From my point of view a great party and I look forward to the next one!
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